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The backyardigans chichen itza pizza

Edit the Mayan pizza delivery girls agree to deliver a pizza pie to King Tyrone away across the treacherous, steaming jungle. Can they get themselves past the mysterious pyramids of land, water and wind and make fresh hot pizza? Plot Summary | Add animation summary | Adventure | Comedy | Family | Parents
Musical Guide: Add Advisory Content for Parents » Edit [All trivia elements of this title are spoilers.] Watch more » Backyardigans theme song by: Evan Lowry, Douglas Weselman, and McPaul Smith See More » In: Songs, Season 3 Songs, Duos Share Jamia Simon Nash (Unicoa)Gabriela Malik (Tasha) Chichen Itza
Pizza is a song from an episode of the same name. Singing Characters Lyrics Part 1 Uniqua: If you are looking for an ancient Mayan cure... And you want a slice of something that is... Hard to beat, say hurry, no delay! Tasha: Call our number immediately! Both: Chichen... Itza... Pizza! We're arriving! Both: So, are you
hungry for a satisfying snack? We guarantee that you want to... Contact us again! Unicomea: No need to leave your home! Tasha: Just press the buttons on your phone! Both: Chichen... Itza... Pizza! We're arriving! Sausage! Onion! Pineapple, mushrooms, cheese! Tasha: Garlic... From Guatemala! Unicomea: or
anchovies of... Belize! Both: (Cheering) Chichen Itza! Chichen Itza! Chichen-Itza Pizza! We're arriving! Part 2 alike: Start with the dough and make it flat and round! Add tomato sauce and cheese... Of the pound! Unicomea: Do you want sausages, pepperoni? Tasha: Would you rather have Bologna? Both: Chichen...
Itza... Pizza! We're arriving! Unicomea: We're doing it and now we're on our way... To bring it to you, we... Proud to say! Tasha: The Aztecs can't compete! Unicomea: We've got an Inca win! Both: Because Chichen... Itza... Pizza, we're delivering! (Cheering) Chichen Itza! Chichen Itza! Chichen-Itza Pizza! We're arriving!
Songs Season 3 Duets Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Evan LurieDouglas Wieselman to The Center of the Land Chichen Itza Pizza is an episode of Backyardigans from season three. Summary of college characters fighting old Mexican jungle rock songs as Uniqua and Tasha
embark on an adventure to make pizza to the fearsome King Tyrone. The plot of Unicoa and Tasha in the backyard stands at a picnic table calling customers to eat in the pizzeria. They explain to the viewer that they are employees of the pizza delivery service. Tasha told Unicoa that they should name the Unico a pizza
restaurant that suggests Himalayan pizza and Pacific pizza. Tasha rejects them. Unikawa then proposes Chichen Itza Pizza. Tasha asks what Chichen Itza means. Uninico shows that it is an ancient city in Mexico. Tasha agrees to the name. The two are yandan chichen-itza pizza. The backyard turns into ancient
Mexico, mostly a forest made of trees with green leaves and brown bark. Unicoa and Tasha continue chichen itza pizza song as they make it Pizza in the stand of a small pizza. Tasha gets a chair to hang some banners, but the task can't be finished because she sees it as far above ground. Seeing her get worse, crying
for help, and Unicoa comes and pulls her out of the stool. Tasha explains that she has a fear of heights. The phone in the platform rings Tasha captured by the camera moving to the caller, Mayan King Tyrone, in the Great Golden Pyramid. Tasha takes his order and asks for Tyrone's address. Tyrone tells her he lives in
the Golden Pyramid on the far side of the forest. Tasha starts to tell him she and Unicoa can't deliver pizza to a remote place, but Uncoa criticizes the phone from Tasha and tells Tyrone that she would be happy to deliver the pizza to his door. Angry Tasha Yonkoa tries to make it better for Tasha as the pair jumps on
their delivery bike with a safe pizza in a red thermal box to keep fresh and hot. Unicoa and Tasha condemn a bike built for two. They reach a dilapidated old pyramid. Tasha is not sure they have reached the right pyramid, but Unito insists on taking a look inside. Uniqua puts a bike next to the pyramid as she and Tasha
begin to walk in. There is a large base in the pyramid, shaped like a hippopotamus. Unito shouts for the Mayan king, but echo is the only answer. Look at a button with a picture of two mountains on it. You press it, hoping to have some sort of doorbell, but the button launches a rock from the top of the pyramid. Uncoa
notes that the pyramid is not the Mayan king, but the great pyramid of the earth. They are now followed by the rock of Unikoa and Tasha. They jump on their bike and pedal as fast as they can. They ride for a long time until the bike hits the speed, causing the Uniqua pizza is held to fall into the river. Uniqua puts the bike
on the ground and jumps into a boat in the water after Tasha. Paddle two until you are inside a pyramid full of water. Tasha says Unito do not touch anything, so a terrible accident like the last one won't happen. Unieco tells Tasha that she won't pick up a thermal box containing pizza, but accidentally hits a button with a
picture of the ocean on it with her paddle when trying to leave the pyramid. Now, the water in the pyramid is forming in a vortex, with Tasha and Yonihua in it. Uniqua notes that the pyramid is not from Tyrone, but the greatest pyramid of water. The two are sucked up in the latch, leading to a waterfall. They fall until they
reach the bottom of the angry Tasha Tasha's Unito is so mad that she says Uninico she's leaving the delivery job. She's singing a song. As he walked angrily, Tasha accidentally walks into another pyramid. Tasha realizes her mistake and says Unidoa don't touch anything this time. Unicoa agrees, but steps on the motion
detector, releases big wind gusts, and forms a hurricane. Uniqua notes that the pyramid that they entered is From the wind. Unicoa and Tasha are sucked into the tornado, and the pizza that has been held is blown up. Unito says Tasha to grab it, but Tasha is very afraid of the heights that reach her. Tasha grabs the
pizza with her eyes closed. Because Tasha is not looking, a cardboard box containing pizza is blown into the thermal box of the bag. Unito is now very concerned. The girls are exploding next to a giant gold pyramid, Tasha, who unito says she will resign this time in real. Unicoa and Tasha are about to escape when
Tyrone sheds light on Uncoa. Unitua is now really worried, thinking about what will happen if Tyrone brings her in without pizza. Unikawa walks slowly in the Golden Pyramid after Tyrone said it's from the Chichen Itza pizza delivery service. Tasha notices the white cardboard box that carries the pizza above the pyramid,
and begins to climb to save The Future of Uninico. She's just worried that the pizza is high and at the same time, Unito is bringing an empty thermal box inside the pyramid. Tyrone, sitting on his throne, welcomes her, and begins to sing a song on! Tasha climbs the pyramid and grabs the pizza. It glides and falls through
a square hole at the top of the pyramid with pizza. Tyrone asks Tasha who she is, and Tasha tells him she's with Uncoa. Tyrone takes pizza and bites in a slice. Unicoa and Tasha are announced as the best pizza service on earth. The three decide to eat more pizza after the uncoa stomach roars. They sing the final song
after the Mayan king's pyramid turns into a backyard. The three rush to Uniqua's house and Tasha open the previously closed door and shout we're delivering! Songs roles Chichen Itza Pizza Bike Built for two years I quit! Yum! Video
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